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A B S T R A C T

This article tests whether the field of foresight and futures studies shows significant
variable selection biases in the modelling of the future in general and the impact of function
systems in particular. We performed a word frequency analysis to measure the relative
importance of the political system, the economy, science, art, religion, law, sport, health,
education, and the mass media to three pertinent journals in the field of futures studies and
foresight. The results show that Futures, Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting
and Social Change have different and changing preferences for the above function systems,
an information which authors may find helpful in supporting decisions on where to submit.
Our results also show that all journals feature a highly significant bias to the triple helix
systems – the political system, the economy, and science. While the latter bias may be
adequate to scientific journals, the dominant focus on the political system and the economy
as well as the corresponding neglect of the other systems points at implicit presumptions
about the importance of the individual systems that may not be in line with their
importance to the larger society.

ã 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction. The key variables of foresight and futures studies

Research in futures is often advised to start with the identification of key variables likely to influence these futures.
Anxious “to find the factors and trends that are really important” (Godet & Roubelat, 1996, p. 164), foresight and futures
studies has therefore been most concerned with economic, political, technological, and ecological developments
(Bretschneider & Gorr, 1992). This focus has early been criticized, for example, as being ethnocentric (Goonatilake, 1992;
Sardar, 1993, 2010). Claims for a more systematic consideration of social or socio-cultural factors have not been unheard of
(Bell, 2011; Rubin & Kaivo-oja, 1999; Sardar, 2010), and “socio-cultural developments” (van Notten, Jan, van Asselt , &
Rothman, 2003) or “social variables” (Soyer & Hogarth, 2012) are meanwhile included in a certain number of foresight and
futures studies. Yet, the focus on the traditional key variables and factors remains strong (Sardar, 2010; Slaughter, 2008a,
2008b), while the question of how key variables are actually identified and weighted has still not received much scientific
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1 There are also considerable risks that political agendas are biased because of this third-order risk. In many foresight studies a key research idea is to
construct future-oriented political decision-making agendas (Rikkonen et al., 2006, van Asselt et al., 2010).
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attention. Many accurate forecasts therefore might remain contingent on preconceived sets of variables, thus running the
third-order risk of giving the right answers to the wrong questions (Godet, 1986).1

The right question may wish to ask is therefore how contemporary foresight and futures research critical variables are
actually selected. This question is critical not only for theorizing in foresight and futures research (Kaivo-oja, 2015; Keenan,
Loveridge, Miles, & Kaivo-oja, 2003; Öner, 2010; Piirainen & Gonzalez, 2015; Son, 2015), but also because all tools applied in
the field involve a concentration on certain factors and the neglect of others; and it appears even more critical when we
assume that processes of the identification of key factors and trends might follow trends themselves. Notably such
fashionable biases in the selection of supposed key factors would hence considerably jeopardize the accurateness, scope, and
impact of research in foresight and futures studies.

The aim of the present article is to test the assumption that the field of foresight and futures research features significant
observational and variable selections biases when it comes to the analysis and modelling of “soft systems such as national
and local government, politics, international relations, demographics, economics, justice, crime, sociology, culture, media
and religion” (Samet, 2011, p. 835). To this end, we first draw on theories of social differentiation so as to unfold a map of
differences that make a difference (Bateson, 1972) in social sciences. Against the background of this map, we will then show
that modern societies are distinguished by the distinction of autonomous function systems such as the political system, the
economy, science, art, religion, law, sport, health, education, and the mass media system.2 In a next step, we will analyze the
extend to which three prominent journals in the field, Futures, Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting and Social
Change, have actually been referring to these function systems from their first issue on to March 2015. As the results display
significantly skewed distributions of the attention devoted to the different function systems, which also deviate from word
frequency distributions as found in a reference corpus, we finally suggest that, in the future, foresight and futures research be
more concerned with its key factors and key variables selection strategies.

2. Social differentiation. Toward a map of function systems

This research is motivated by the impression that the future in forecast and futures research is most often about political
and economic factors. This, still supposed, political-economic bias took us by surprise because we tended to conceive of
futures and futures studies also as spaces for the exploration of alternatives and not only as mere extrapolations of perceived
status quos. That said, this text is not simply a call for more factors and variables to be taken into account in future foresight
and futures research. Rather, we understand that “because the possibilities in any given situation are far too numerous to do
exhaustive searching, futures researchers generally apply various ‘rules of thumb’ to do the initial narrowing” (Amara, 1991,
p. 646). We hence agree with the idea that highly instructive models even of the entire world can be built using only a very
small number of variables. Our only concern is that, in the overall majority of the cases, the world is naturally reduced to a
very small set of economic and political variables, just as if there was nothing more natural than claiming that our future
depends more on political and economic than on religious or sportive categories. In fact, the idea of a world model focused
mainly on artistic factors appears amusing rather than informative. And this contrast between economic and artistic world
models is exactly where the surprise and the questions come in: Why do our bellies tell us that artistic or sportive facts are
not hard enough to enter or even dominate world models? What actually make us buy the idea that economic policies are
more important to our future than religious education? Why is it that we single out economic and political variables and
leave the rest in the social or culture container,3 thus also implying that economies or politics are neither social phenomena
nor forms of culture themselves?

It is against the background of these questions that we suggest engaging in an interaction of foresight and futures studies
on the one hand and social differentiation theory on the other, which is even more crucial as the, probably justified,
prominence of the economic and the political system can be observed only against the background of a rather recent form of
social differentiation.

Maps are models. Our basic model of social differentiation therefore starts from a blank sheet of paper that might make a
good map sheet. We find that the concept of an unmarked space (Luhmann,1993,1995a; Spencer Brown,1979) is close to this
ideal of a blank sheet on which the distinctions drawn appear as differences that make a difference (Bateson, 1972). This
sheet of paper becomes a map (and not a cartoon) only after the first lines have been drawn. It is thus the distinctions drawn
that make the map in which they exist.

In mapping social differentiation, the first distinction we need to draw is the distinction of similar and dissimilar social
systems.4 In a second step, we add the distinction of equal and unequal systems. The cross tabling of these two distinctions
already provides systematic insights into the core concepts of fundamental works on social differentiation (Durkheim, 1933;
Marx, 1867; Spencer, 1895; Tönnies, 1887). In fact, all canonical trend statements on the shifts from mechanic to organic
solidarity, from association to organization, from homogeneity to heterogeneity, from natural states to forms of alienation, or
from community to society, base on arguments that follow or cross the lines between dissimilarity and similarity. Dissent

2 See Roth and Schütz (2015) for a detailed derivation of the above list of ten function systems.
3 This is the case whenever foresight is classically defined as “the process involved in systematically attempting to look into the longer-term future of

science, technology, the economy and society” (Martin, 1995, p. 140; emphasis added)

4 In this context, social systems are sufficiently well defined as position markers of social realities (Luhmann, 1995b, p. 12).
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only occurs with regard to the second distinction (Cattacin, 2001, 7; p. 14; Giddens, 1973, p. 230): A Durkheimian tradition of
sociology considers inequalities avoidable side effects of social evolution, i.e., of a basically positive process of increasing
specialization, whereas a Marxist tradition takes inequality for the inevitable collateral damages of specialization and thus
calls for a fundamental redesign of an essentially misrouted development of human history. Niklas Luhmann (1977)
abstracted from both forms of value judgments and combined the two distinctions dis-/similar and in-/equal, thus developing
what can be presented as one of the briefest possible mapping of historical and present forms of society (cf. Table 1).

The fundamental units of archaic societies were similar and coequal segments such as families, clans, and tribes until some
segments started to exert larger influence on surrounding segments than others. Although centrality is not necessarily an
advantage, in many cases centralization has been the basis for social stratification, the latter of which is characterized by the
distinction of neither similar nor equal strata like castes, estates, or classes. In spite of a still strong prevalence of hierarchies,
a functional differentiation of both dissimilar and equal subsystems such as politics, the economy, science, art, religion, or
education is said to be the dominant form of social differentiation in modern societies. Modern man naturally insists on the
separation of powers, talks business, and avoids religion in small talk. Next to organization, functional differentiation is
therefore considered a key principle of modern societies (Beck, Bonss, and Lau 2003; Brier, 2006; Bergthaller & Schinko,
2011; Jönhill, 2012; Luhmann, 1977; Leydesdorff, 2002; Vanderstraeten, 2005).

While organization is routinely taken as standpoint of observation in foresight and futures research (van Notten et al.,
2003), functional differentiation is still implied rather than applied in the field. This is true insofar as, in readily zooming in
on political and economical issues, most studies perform rather than challenge an assumed political and economic bias of
modern societies, thus projecting it to the future. Recent culturomic research, however, suggests that it is better to exercise
caution when it comes to the definition of modern societies as economized (Roth, 2014b) and not as, e.g., mediatized
(Castells 1996; Chomsky, 1997; Croteau & Hoynes, 2003; Hjarvard, 2008; Mazzoleni, 2008) or aestheticized (Blumler &
Kavanagh, 1999). And a look back at the role of religion in earlier and contemporary societies also suggests that the
importance of individual function systems is subject to change. The challenge is hence to explore which directions this
change might take in the future. For this to be possible, however, foresight and futures studies might first need to get wise on
its own trends in the selection of supposed or actual key variables. The subsequent sections of this article are therefore
devoted to an inquiry in supposed or actually existing biases to particular function systems featured by three prominent
journals of foresight and futures studies.

3. Hypotheses. Soft systems, hard biases

Though often observed, the circumstance that particular function systems are considered more relevant than others is not
understood without ambiguity. In the light of the function systems’ fundamental incommensurability (Jönhill, 2012;
Vanderstraeten, 2005) and autonomy, there is no way of arguing that the economy or the political system is more important
than health, sport, art, or religion, per se. On the other hand, there is plenty of (supposed) evidence of such imbalances, with
the most popular ideas being that either the economy or the political system is the most dominant function system. This
contradiction can be resolved by stating that it is not despite, but precisely because of their incommensurability that function
systems can be ranked at all because if the function systems were essentially unequal, they would already be ranked and,
therefore, could no longer be ranked. The basic assumption of the functional equivalent and mutually exclusive nature of
function systems hence makes an excellent fundament for a null hypothesis. Representing coequal nominal data, function
systems can be assumed equally relevant to the three foresight and futures studies journals. The null hypothesis is therefore
as follows:

H0. Function systems relevancies exhibit a uniform distribution in the three foresight and futures studies journals.

Our initial educated guess, however, was that some function systems are more important than others in foresight and
futures studies. Thus, our alternative hypothesis reads as follows:

H1. Function systems relevancies exhibit an unequal distribution in (H1.1) and in between the three foresight and futures
studies journals (H1.2).

As we may also be interested in learning more about trends in function systems preferences in foresight and futures
research, we also suggest testing the following hypothesis:

H2. The distributions of function systems relevancies are subject to change over time in the three foresight and futures
studies journals.

Table 1
Social differentiation (slightly modified from Roth 2014a, p. 442).

Equal

+ �
Similar + Segmentation (families, tribes, nations, etc.) Centralization (civilizations, empires, etc.)

� Functional Differentiation Stratification (castes, estates, classes, etc.)

(economy, science, art, etc.)
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To finally analyze if the function system preferences displayed in foresight and futures research is in line with the
importance that the individual function system have to the larger society, we also suggest testing the subsequent hypothesis:

H3. The distributions of function system relevancies exhibited by the three journals are different from the function system
relevancies of larger text corpora.

4. Counting functions. Operationalizing a systematic function systems lens on Futures, Long Range Planning, and
Technological Forecasting and Social Change

The key assumption proposed in this article is that foresight and futures studies more or less consciously takes particular
function systems for more important than others. To detect and analyze the importance particular function systems have to
the field, we performed a non-case sensitive word frequency analysis of the full text archives of three leading foresight and
futures research journals. We opted for Futures, Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting and Social Change because
of their seniority, impact, and accessibility through the same platform and search interface (ScienceDirect).

The search terms presented in Table 2 had been extracted from the English Google Million corpus,5 the ten separate
fractions of which we had merged and transformed to a ranked word frequency list of books published from 1800 to 2000.
We had then scanned the 2000 most frequent words of this list for terms that unambiguously refer to one of the presumably
ten function systems (Roth, 2014b): the political system, the economy, science, art, religion, law, sport, health, education, and

Table 2
List of search terms per function system including word count in the Google One Million corpus (own table).

System Search terms % System

Selected per word count in the Google One Million corpus (2009)

Political Statesa War Government Political Force 20.6
58755598 31149812 29645785 22877969 22024598

Economy Business Money Trade Economic Paid 10.3
21520868 21509015 14334296 13005167 12266819

Science Truth Idea Method Theory Science 9.1
17377316 16586273 15815508 13378152 9993222

Art Art Poetry Style Music Design 6.2
15034765 10723708 8114211 8012343 7999303

Religion God Church Christ Religious Religion 13.4
47147531 18579571 14688833 13705354 12863620

Law Law Property Legal Duty Court 15.7
70740344 16219929 14566194 12149134 11935612

Health Careb Treatmentc Health Patients Medical 6.7
16059483 12398779 11130569 8311566 5548925

Sport Sportd 0.1
1388520

Education School Students College Education Learning 10.1
23315013 18735874 15944650 14936010 7636407

Media Book Literature Published Library Journal 7.9
20664695 16620864 12058050 7309954 6543884

a The most popular political term in the Google One Million corpus is power (ranked 117 among the most frequent words with a word count of
93,274,952). However, power may also refer to, e.g., electric power or steam power, in which cases the word clearly does not have a political meaning. We
hence excluded the political system’s most powerful term. The term States is unambiguously political only with the initial capital letter. Unlike Google
ngram queries, ScienceDirect queries run non-case sensitive. There may hence be rare cases in which the political system benefitted from expressions such
as state-of-the-art, which we consider an only small compensation for the loss of its most powerful term.

b Care refers not only to medical care, but also to help in cases of psychological or social problems. Our claim that care refers to the health system is in line
with recent claims for a broader concept of health and the corresponding health or care system (Roth & Schütz, 2015). Moreover, the health system accounts
for only 2.5% of the function system related terms among the 2000 most frequent words in the Google One Million, thus being the second-least important
function system in the corpus. We therefore opted for a more generous interpretation of health system reference (cf. also the next footnote).

c The health-reference of the term treatment comes with some ambiguities. Yet, even rather technology oriented word uses such as in the case of water
treatment often have a health related connotation.

d Neither sport nor any sportive term is included in the 2000 most frequent words in the Google One Million corpus. The first sportive term to appear in
the corpus is sport (ranked 6673 with a word count of 1,388,520).

5 Since 2004, the Google Books project has digitalized some 15 million of the estimated 115 million books ever published. A Harvard research team
(Michel et al., 2011) performed considerable quality checks and compiled a representative corpus of more than five million books or 500 billion words
covering seven language areas and a time span of 600 years. A more condensed version of this huge corpus is the also representative Google One Million
(2009), available at https://books.google.com/ngrams/datasets, which represent the only corpus that proves manageable with end-user hardware. The
development of this enormous data soon raised hopes of a golden age of digital humanities (Johnson, 2010), which would open up new types of historical
knowledge (Ophir, 2010), as it has already given birth to the discipline of culturomics as “the application of high-throughput data collection and analysis to
the study of human culture” (Michel et al., 2011:181). The access to the Google Books corpus is facilitated by the Google Ngram Viewer - an open-access

interface that allows for trending (Manovich, 2012) in terms of the production of customized time-series plots for entered search terms.
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the mass media system. Because there had been no sportive term to appear in the Top2000, we extended our search to rank
6673 in this particular case.

The importance of the function systems was hence defined in terms of the frequency of their occurrence in one of the
world most comprehensive corpora. Word frequency is considered “the simplest and most impartial gauge of word
importance” or the importance of objects, ideas, and persons, respectively. Accordingly, we counted the word frequencies of
all search terms as listed in Table 2 in Futures, Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting and Social Change.

In a next step, we repeated the count for all articles published before 2000 and after 1999, respectively. We then
computed and compared the ratios of function system references for each journal, for each period within each journal, across
the journals, and for each period across the journals. We also compared these ratios to the ratio of function system references
as displayed in the Google One Million corpus 2009. In all cases we used the chi-square test to identify significant differences
between the compared samples; because of the poor performance of sport in the Google corpus we did not take sport into
account in the definition of the expected frequencies of the other function systems. To allow for comparisons between the
journals, we weighted the individual word counts against the journals’ page counts.6

5. Results. An absolute majority for the economy, the political system, and science

The ten function systems exhibit significantly unequal distribution both within and across the examined journals Futures
(FUT), Long Range Planning (LRP), and Technological Forecasting and Social Change (TFSC) (cf. Table 3): the economy, the political
system, and science clearly are the most dominant systems again both within and across all systems. The dominance of the
economy is most pronounced in LRP and least pronounced in FUT. Conversely, FUT exhibits the strongest focus on the political
system, while the system is comparably least attractive to LRP. TFSC displays the highest value for science, closely followed by
FUT. With 53.6% (FUT), 53.1% (LRP), 52.2% (TFSC), and 53.0% for all journals, the economy, the political system, and science hold
the absolute majority out of the ten function systems. The mass media system and health are also over-represented, however,
not in all journals: In the case of FUT, the mass media system does not deviate significantly from the expected frequency
(Table 4, appendix). The results for education are also of comparably low significance in the cases of FUTand TFSC (Tables 4 and
6, appendix). All remaining functions systems, however, are significantly underrepresented in all journals, which is
particularly true for religion, whose share of all function system references ranges between 0.8% in LRP and 3.2% in FUT.

The observed frequencies also differ significantly from the expected when the latter are not assumed to be equally
distributed, but rather derived from the distribution of function system references in one of the world’s most comprehensive
representative English language corpora. In that case, the mean observed performance of all function systems across all
journals is still significantly different form the expected performance (Table 7, appendix). Yet, in looking at the individual
journals we find that FUT’s attitude to the political system and FUT’s and TFSC’s attitude to health are in line with the two
systems’ importance in the literature of the last two hundred years (Tables 4 and 6, appendix).

In looking at functional trends across the journals (Table 7, appendix), we find that the political system and the economy
are considered significantly less important since 2000, as is the mass media system. The most significant increase of interest
we found in the case of the legal system. Also, education and health seem to become considerably more important.

As to the individual journals, these follow the following trends: since 2000, FUT is obviously increasingly interested in in
legal and health issues and significantly less interested in the mass media system and the economy (Table 4, appendix). LRP’s
interest in the political system and to some extend also in the economy is declining, while the legal system and education are
getting more attention (Table 5, appendix). TFSC features the strongest trend to less interest in the political system and the

Table 3
Word frequency ratios of the function systems in the journals Futures, Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting and Social Change (own table).

FS FUT -1999 2000- LRP -1999 2000- TFSC -1999 2000- ALL -1999 2000- Google
POL 20.2 20.5 19.6 16.6 17.1 13.7 18.2 19.3 17 18.1 18.6 17.1 20.5
ECO 15.9 16.5 14.8 21 21.2 19.3 16.1 15.5 16.7 18.2 18.7 16.7 10.3
SCI 17.5 17.1 18.1 15.5 15.4 16.3 17.9 18 17.8 16.7 16.4 17.5 9.1
ART 8 7.8 8.2 8.7 8.7 8.7 7.5 7.1 7.8 8.2 8.1 8.2 6.2
REL 3.2 3.1 3.4 0.8 0.7 1 1.3 1.8 0.9 1.7 1.7 1.9 13.4
LAW 5.7 5.1 6.8 4.6 4.4 5.5 6.3 6 6.6 5.3 4.9 6.3 15.7
HEA 6.1 5.7 6.9 4.8 4.8 4.8 6.2 6.2 6.2 5.6 5.4 6.1 6.7
SPO 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2
EDU 11.9 11.6 12.4 13 12.7 14.7 12.2 11.4 13 12.4 12.1 13.2 10.1
MED 11.2 12.2 9.4 14.8 14.7 15.5 14.1 14.5 13.7 13.4 13.8 12.5 7.9
TOTAL 100.1 99.9 100 100.1 99.9 100 100.1 100 100.1 99.9 100 99.9 100.1

6 We counted 38,627 pages for Futures (with 22,798 pages before the year 2000), 31,001 pages for Long Range Planning (21,473 before 2000), and
45,998 for Technological Forecasting and Social Change (with 23,418 before 2000). The page counts are estimates only insofar as smaller issues with Roman
numerals or starting page number variations between 1 and 3 have not been addressed. The above figures should nonetheless represent good

approximations to the actual page counts.
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economy, yet, the most striking decline we observe in the case of religion. Again, education seems to be the most notable
beneficiary of the journal’s attention (Table 6, appendix).

The data also allows for a certain typification of the examined journals: As compared to the other journals, FUT is
characterized by a significantly stronger interest in the political system and the least pronounced neglect of religion. Also,
FUT is least interested in the economy and the mass media system (Table 4, appendix). Among all journals, RLP is least
interested in religion and the political system, and most interested in the economy and the mass media system (Table 5,
appendix). TFSC is again most disinterested in the economy and religion and most inclined to legal and scientific issues.
Overall, TFSC’s profile comes closest to what we could describe as the field’s mainstream.

The above profiling, however, does not cover the fact that common patterns can also be observed across all examined
journals. In this sense, a pronounced predominance of interest in economic, political, and scientific issues is typical for all
journals, as is a considerable neglect of art, health, the legal system, and, most notably, religion.

6. Discussion. The future as scientific observation of political economies?

The most obvious finding of our analysis is that the function systems relevancies exhibit a significantly unequal
distribution in the three foresight and futures studies journals. This finding is true for the total amount of function systems
references both across and within all journals. The results therefore support the hypothesis that the different functions
systems are differently important to the investigated journals, which is in line with the hypotheses H1.1 and H1.2. The
evidence for H1.2, however, is less pronounced insofar as, despite still significant differences between the journals, we can
also observe a certain convergence of Futures, Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting and Social Change. This is
most obvious with regard to the fact that the triple-helix (Leydesdorff & Etzkowitz 1996; Santonen, Kaivo-oja, & Suomala,
2014) systems, i.e., the political system, the economy, and science, hold absolute majorities in all three journals, with even
the concrete percentages displaying only small variance (FUT: 53.6%, LRP: 53.1%, TFSC: 52.2%; cf. Fig. 1).

In this sense, we may be inclined to assume that a typical foresight and futures studies journal is strongly biased to the
three systems, thus performing a metonymical hustle (Mermet, 2009) around political, economic, and scientific concepts,
which is a claim that may well be tested by a future analysis of the function system preferences of all journals in the field.

Again in line with hypothesis H2, the results also suggest that function system relevancies are subject to change, a finding
that is, however, more evident from a cross-journal than from an in-journal perspective. In looking across the journals, for
the two test-periods foundation-1999 and 2000–2015 we indeed find significant changes in the frequencies of 8 out of
9 function systems. Interestingly, the increase in interest in religion is the least significant among the significant changes, a
finding that challenges the idea that religion has become more important after 911. Within the journals, the observed
changes are smaller than changes across the field, where the major trend seems to be a certain decrease of interest in the
political system and the economy. Still, even with now only 51.6% for the period 2000–2015 (as compared to 53.8% for the
reference period), the triple helix systems remain clearly overrepresented. This claim also proves true if we compare the
performance of the function systems not against the null hypothesis, but against the idea that the function system biases
displayed in foresight and futures research might be in line with prevailing biases in the overall society (hypothesis H3). In
fact, the analysis of the Google book corpus, one of the world’s largest English language text corpora, would suggest a share of
only 40.0% for the triple helix systems, which are, hence, indeed overrepresented both within and across the journals. This
overrepresentation comes at the cost of a neglect of the other function systems and is most dramatic in the case of religion,
which accounts for only 1.7% of all function systems references as compared to an expected share of 13.4%. Even if this
enormous difference might be attributed to the much larger time frame of our Google book analysis, against the background
of which religion benefits from its formerly privileged status in the 19th century, this still to be tested argument does not
explain the still on-going neglect of religion after 911. In fact, we may have expected the increasingly observed importance of

Fig. 1. Word frequency ratios of the function systems in the journals Futures,Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting and Social Change as well as

across all journals and in the Google Books corpus (own figure).
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religion in larger parts of the world and in the Western mass media to be reflected in the foresight and futures studies corners
of the mass media system, too. Moreover, as much as we understand that science is overrepresented in scientific publications,
so too do we wonder why scientific publications feature a considerable under-representation of the mass media system even
against the background of the fact that our mass media search terms (cf. Table 2) belong to the tools of the trade in scientific
publishing. In a similar way, we may wonder why science is third to both the political system and the economy in scientific
observations of futures. In general, we may wish to engage in further research to explain and, when indicated, change this
strong political–economic bias in foresight and futures studies, which is maybe particularly unexpected in a journal called
Technological Forecasting and Social Change.

7. Conclusion. Outlook to less mundane world models

Our research showed that Futures, Long Range Planning, and Technological Forecasting and Social Change have considerably
different preferences for the function systems of society and, hence, the corresponding topics. Authors may find this
typification helpful in supporting decisions on where to submit.

With regard to the overall field of futures studies, our research adds a new dimension to the discussions on the foundations of
foresight and futures studies (Cummings & Daellenbach, 2009; Inayatullah, 1990; Keenan et al., 2003; Kuosa, 2012; Lombardo,
2008; Loveridge, 2009; Martin, 2010; Marien, 2010; Masini,1993; Masini & Gillwald,1990; Miles, 2010; Sardar, 2010; Slaughter,
2005; Son, 2015). Recently, Hyeonju Son (2015) presented a historical analysis of Western futures studies. He identified three
phase periodization: (1) the scientific inquiry and rationalization of the futures (1945–1960s), (2) the global institution and
industrialization of the futures (1970s–1980s) and (3) the neoliberal view and fragmentation of the futures (the 1990s-the
present). The functionsystemic lenspresentedinthisarticle bothfundamentallychallengesthisneoliberalgazeand establishesa
basis for the observation of alternative futures. Son (2015) also suggested that the above trends result from a marginalization of
non-western thinkers and writers, which had already been identified in the controversial article of Sardar (1993). Not least
because of the rise of BRICS and developing countries, there is hence a vital need for studying and exploring alternative futures
from diverse perspectives and through both multicultural and multifunctional lenses.7 Our analysis furthermore links to Sardar
(2010), who has proposed four laws of futures studies which can be helpful in the new orientation of futures studies.8 This is true
because(1)ourstudyanalyzedhowwickedproblemshaveactuallybeenapproachedinthreescientific journalsoffuturesstudies
andforesightresearch; (2)ourstudyshednewlighthow theMUDprincipleworks inthefieldsof futuresstudiesandforesight; (3)
our study included hypotheses, which are deeply rooted in a skeptical paradigm; and, finally, (4) our empirical analyses provided
value added analyses of fundamental key biases of futures studies and key journals of the field. These results (5) are useful for
current thinking and decision-making (Sardar’s futurelessness principle). In analyzing the relative importance of the political
system, the economy, science, art, religion, law, sport, health, education, and the mass media to three major foresight and futures
studies journals, our research indeed suggests that a considerable bias to the triple helix systems and a corresponding neglect of
the remaining function systems belongs to the above foundations of the field. In fact, our results clearly showed that all three
journals have in common this strong bias to the political system, the economy, and science. While the latter of the three biases
may be adequate to scientific journals, the dominant focus on the political system and the economy points at implicit
presumptions about the relative importance of all of the above function systems. Future investigations in futures may
therefore wonder as to whether inquiries in these futures should remain extrapolations of the prevailing political-economic
gaze or should also take so-far neglected function systems into account. In fact, the question is whether and how researcher in
foresight and futures studies can be sure that futures depend more on mundane variables such as election victories, gross
national products, and patents than on songs, prayers, or soccer scores. And this question remains even if we went on assuming
that political and economic problems are simply more important and urgent than others, and even if we understand that “the
origins of futures studies lie in a crisis ( . . . ) related to environmental politics and economics of growth” (Sardar,1993, p.180f),
just because it could still be that the solutions to these most urgent political and economic problems are in the other function
systems.

In this sense, the aim of this article has also been to suggest a new set of key variables for selective consideration and
inclusion in models and simulations of futures; and the present interaction of comparatively recent developments in social
differentiation theory and established forecasting and futures research preferences indeed allows for the exploration of new
horizons of foresight and futures research questions:

� Which alternative futures emerge through the lens of functional differentiation? Which function systems will be more or
less important in the future?

7 One outcome of such a multifunctional approach to present and future societies might be in the insight that the evoked clash of Christian and Muslim
cultures is not so much about religious differences, but rather about a different importance of religion. Western social sciences in general and foresight and
future studies in particular are therefore well-advised to critically reflect upon their own preferences for the political system and the economy and their
neglect of the religious systems. This also implies that a culture’s strong(er) interest in religion can no longer be prejudged as a pre-modern or traditional
trait, but must be considered as a preference which is as justified and contingent as is the Western political-economic gaze.

8 These four Laws were: (1) Futures studies are wicked; (2) Futures studies follow the MUD principle, with MUD referring to Mutually Assured Diversity;

(3) Futures studies are to remain skeptical; (4) Paradoxically, futures studies are futureless (Sardar 2010).
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� Secularization, politicization, economization, or mediatization of the society? Which trends are in line with present and
future trends in futures research and next societies?

� How can key variables of functional differentiation be included in core models and methodologies of futures research?
� Which forms of social scanning allow for the analysis of large-scale trends in functional differentiation? Which forecasting
support system may be capable of integrating information from such a broader scope of function systemic backgrounds?

� (How) can the language of functional differentiation be used to challenge the feared fragmentation or disintegration of
futures research?

� Do future studies of different function systems require different methodologies?

In approaching answers to these and further questions, foresight and futures research may also contribute to a
reformulation of the growing interest in alternative futures as expressed in discussions on happiness or degrowth, in the
context of which the key is maybe not in the streetlight (Godet, 1986, p. 138; Kaivo-oja, Vehmas, & Luukkanen, 2014) of a
political movement for a degrowing economy, but rather in a growing interest in other exciting function systems such as art,
health, law, sport, and religion.

Appendix A.

Tables 4–7

Table 4
Chi-square test of significant differences between observed and expected function system relevancies in Futures (own table).

F n % n exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 14953 20.2% 8208.6 11.1% 6744.4 45487530.9 5541.478
ECO 11796 16.0% 8208.6 11.1% 3587.4 12869757.6 1567.847
SCI 12950 17.5% 8208.6 11.1% 4741.4 22481295.4 2738.764
ART 5911 8.0% 8208.6 11.1% �2297.6 5278761.5 643.080
REL 2382 3.2% 8208.6 11.1% �5826.6 33948749.6 4135.776
LAW 4210 5.7% 8208.6 11.1% �3998.6 15988446.5 1947.778
HEA 4546 6.2% 8208.6 11.1% �3662.6 13414313.2 1634.187
EDU 8821 11.9% 8208.6 11.1% 612.4 375088.2 45.695
MED 8308 11.2% 8208.6 11.1% 99.4 9889.2 1.205
Total 73877 100.0% 73877 100% 18255.810

F-Google n % n exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 14953 20.2% 15187.6 20.6% �234.6 55053.0 3.625
ECO 11796 16.0% 7631.5 10.3% 4164.5 17343109.4 2272.571
SCI 12950 17.5% 6756.1 9.1% 6193.9 38364996.2 5678.612
ART 5911 8.0% 4607.0 6.2% 1304.0 1700495.0 369.114
REL 2382 3.2% 9880.3 13.4% �7498.3 56224652.6 5690.576
LAW 4210 5.7% 11600.9 15.7% �7390.9 54625481.3 4708.726
HEA 4546 6.2% 4936.5 6.7% �390.5 152459.9 30.884
EDU 8821 11.9% 7440.9 10.1% 1380.1 1904699.6 255.977
MED 8308 11.2% 5836.3 7.9% 2471.7 6109384.9 1046.794
Total 73877 100.0% 73877 100% 20056.878

F2000- n2000- % n-1999 n2000- exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 5139 19.7% 9814 5370.4 20.56% �231.4 53552.1 9.972
ECO 3871 14.8% 7925 4336.7 16.60% �465.7 216890.8 50.013
SCI 4742 18.1% 8208 4491.6 17.19% 250.4 62710.9 13.962
ART 2160 8.3% 3751 2052.6 7.86% 107.4 11530.3 5.617
REL 904 3.5% 1478 808.8 3.10% 95.2 9064.8 11.208
LAW 1771 6.8% 2439 1334.7 5.11% 436.3 190385.1 142.646
HEA 1820 7.0% 2726 1491.7 5.71% 328.3 107767.3 72.244
EDU 3250 12.4% 5571 3048.6 11.67% 201.4 40577.9 13.311
MED 2470 9.5% 5833 3191.9 12.22% �721.9 521185.7 163.282
Total 26127 100.0% 47745 26127 100.0% 482.2538468

F vs all (x) n % All F exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 14953 20.2% 48161 13449.4 18.2% 1503.6 2260753.6 168.093
ECO 11796 16.0% 48361 13505.3 18.3% �1709.3 2921609.6 216.331
SCI 12950 17.5% 44236 12353.3 16.7% 596.7 356019.9 28.820
ART 5911 8.0% 21697 6059.1 8.2% �148.1 21932.0 3.620

REL 2382 3.2% 4525 1263.6 1.7% 1118.4 1250707.8 989.758



Table 5
Chi-square test of significant differences between observed and expected function system relevancies in Long Range Planning (own table).

LRP n % n exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 13350 16.7% 8888.1 11.1% 4461.9 19908452.5 2239.897
ECO 16824 21.0% 8888.1 11.1% 7935.9 62978332.5 7085.682
SCI 12436 15.5% 8888.1 11.1% 3547.9 12587515.6 1416.219
ART 6957 8.7% 8888.1 11.1% �1931.1 3729190.1 419.571
REL 627 0.8% 8888.1 11.1% �8261.1 68245956.8 7678.342
LAW 3659 4.6% 8888.1 11.1% �5229.1 27343603.0 3076.425
HEA 3876 4.8% 8888.1 11.1% �5012.1 25121257.8 2826.389
EDU 10390 13.0% 8888.1 11.1% 1501.9 2255670.2 253.785
MED 11874 14.8% 8888.1 11.1% 2985.9 8915532.5 1003.085
Total 79993 100.0% 79993 100% 25999.395

LRP-Google n % n exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 13350 16.7% 16445.0 20.6% �3095.0 9578783.2 582.475
ECO 16824 21.0% 8263.3 10.3% 8560.7 73285980.0 8868.876
SCI 12436 15.5% 7315.4 9.1% 5120.6 26220955.5 3584.370
ART 6957 8.7% 4988.4 6.2% 1968.6 3875529.7 776.914
REL 627 0.8% 10698.3 13.4% �10071.3 101430354.9 9481.011
LAW 3659 4.6% 12561.3 15.7% �8902.3 79250959.4 6309.136
HEA 3876 4.8% 5345.1 6.7% �1469.1 2158349.6 403.797
EDU 10390 13.0% 8056.9 10.1% 2333.1 5443379.1 675.617
MED 11874 14.8% 6319.4 7.9% 5554.6 30853059.0 4882.240
Total 79993 100.0% 79993 100% 35564.438

LRP2000- n2000- % n-1999 n2000- exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 1552 13.7% 11798 1939.4 17.2% �387.4 150056.6 77.374
ECO 2196 19.4% 14628 2404.6 21.3% �208.6 43501.7 18.091
SCI 1856 16.4% 10580 1739.2 15.4% 116.8 13652.8 7.850
ART 983 8.7% 5974 982.0 8.7% 1.0 1.0 0.001
REL 112 1.0% 515 84.7 0.7% 27.3 747.7 8.832
LAW 619 5.5% 3040 499.7 4.4% 119.3 14227.9 28.472
HEA 547 4.8% 3329 547.2 4.8% �0.2 0.1 0.000
EDU 1665 14.7% 8725 1434.2 12.7% 230.8 53256.0 37.132
MED 1763 15.6% 10111 1662.1 14.7% 100.9 10188.9 6.130
Total 11293 100.0% 68700 11293 100.0% 183.8824214

LRP vs all (x) n % All LRP exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 13350 16.7% 48161 14562.8 18.2% �1212.8 1470997.4 101.010
ECO 16824 21.0% 48361 14623.3 18.3% 2200.7 4842981.5 331.182
SCI 12436 15.5% 44236 13376.0 16.7% �940.0 883621.7 66.060
ART 6957 8.7% 21697 6560.7 8.2% 396.3 157050.2 23.938
REL 627 0.8% 4525 1368.3 1.7% �741.3 549469.8 401.582
LAW 3659 4.6% 14115 4268.1 5.3% �609.1 370967.9 86.917
HEA 3876 4.8% 14758 4462.5 5.6% �586.5 343983.0 77.083
EDU 10390 13.0% 33011 9981.8 12.5% 408.2 166615.9 16.692
MED 11874 14.8% 35682 10789.5 13.5% 1084.5 1176212.7 109.015
Total 79993 100.0% 264546 79993 100.0% 1213.479575

Table 4 (Continued)

F vs all (x) n % All F exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

LAW 4210 5.7% 14115 3941.7 5.3% 268.3 71958.8 18.256
HEA 4546 6.2% 14758 4121.3 5.6% 424.7 180359.4 43.763
EDU 8821 11.9% 33011 9218.6 12.5% �397.6 158115.5 17.152
MED 8308 11.2% 35682 9964.5 13.5% �1656.5 2744123.7 275.389
TOTAL 73877 100.0% 264546 73877 100.0% 1761.18076
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Table 6
Chi-square test of significant differences between observed and expected function system relevancies in Technological Forecasting and Social Change (own
table).

TFSC n % n exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 10541 18.2% 6427.8 11.1% 4113.2 16918597.0 2632.107
ECO 9345 16.2% 6427.8 11.1% 2917.2 8510185.5 1323.970
SCI 10358 17.9% 6427.8 11.1% 3930.2 15446646.7 2403.108
ART 4333 7.5% 6427.8 11.1% �2094.8 4388093.9 682.677
REL 758 1.3% 6427.8 11.1% �5669.8 32146380.0 5001.165
LAW 3671 6.3% 6427.8 11.1% �2756.8 7599823.7 1182.341
HEA 3592 6.2% 6427.8 11.1% �2835.8 8041635.6 1251.076
EDU 7086 12.2% 6427.8 11.1% 658.2 433256.5 67.404
MED 8166 14.1% 6427.8 11.1% 1738.2 3021416.5 470.056
Total 57850 100.0% 57850 100% 15013.904

TFSC-Google n % n exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 10541 18.2% 11892.8 20.6% �1351.8 1827371.4 153.654
ECO 9345 16.2% 5975.9 10.3% 3369.1 11350801.1 1899.428
SCI 10358 17.9% 5290.4 9.1% 5067.6 25680747.1 4854.233
ART 4333 7.5% 3607.5 6.2% 725.5 526312.5 145.893
REL 758 1.3% 7736.9 13.4% �6978.9 48704472.9 6295.122
LAW 3671 6.3% 9084.2 15.7% �5413.2 29302577.3 3225.669
HEA 3592 6.2% 3865.5 6.7% �273.5 74822.5 19.356
EDU 7086 12.2% 5826.7 10.1% 1259.3 1585957.4 272.190
MED 8166 14.1% 4570.2 7.9% 3595.9 12930137.2 2829.259
Total 57850 100.0% 57850 100% 19694.804

TFSC2000- n2000- % n-1999 n2000- exp % exp Difference Difference � 2

POL 5000 17.1% 5541 5674.8 19.39% �674.8 455321.3
ECO 4911 16.8% 4434 4541.0 15.51% 370.0 136863.8
SCI 5216 17.8% 5142 5266.1 17.99% �50.1 2514.2
ART 2287 7.8% 2046 2095.4 7.16% 191.6 36712.1
REL 254 0.9% 504 516.2 1.76% �262.2 68732.0
LAW 1941 6.6% 1730 1771.8 6.05% 169.2 28639.8
HEA 1810 6.2% 1782 1825.0 6.24% �15.0 225.7
EDU 3830 13.1% 3256 3334.6 11.39% 495.4 245412.4
MED 4021 13.7% 4145 4245.1 14.50% �224.1 50208.1
Total 29270 100.0% 28580 29270 100.0%

TFSC vs All (x) n % All TFSC exp % exp Difference Difference � 2

POL 10541 18.2% 48161 10531.7 18.2% 9.3 86.9
ECO 9345 16.2% 48361 10575.4 18.3% �1230.4 1513922.1
SCI 10358 17.9% 44236 9673.4 16.7% 684.6 468711.7
ART 4333 7.5% 21697 4744.6 8.2% �411.6 169434.8
REL 758 1.3% 4525 989.5 1.7% �231.5 53597.5
LAW 3671 6.3% 14115 3086.6 5.3% 584.4 341501.0
HEA 3592 6.2% 14758 3227.2 5.6% 364.8 133058.5
EDU 7086 12.2% 33011 7218.7 12.5% �132.7 17617.5
MED 8166 14.1% 35682 7802.8 13.5% 363.2 131902.8

Table 7
Chi-square test of significant differences between observed and expected function system relevancies across Futures, Long Range Planning, and
Technological Forecasting and Social Change (own table).

All (x) n (x) % n exp % exp Difference Difference � 2 Chi2

POL 48161 18.2% 29394.0 11.1% 18767.0 352200289.0 11982.047
ECO 48361 18.3% 29394.0 11.1% 18967.0 359747089.0 12238.793
SCI 44236 16.7% 29394.0 11.1% 14842.0 220284964.0 7494.215
ART 21697 8.2% 29394.0 11.1% �7697.0 59243809.0 2015.507
REL 4525 1.7% 29394.0 11.1% �24869.0 618467161.0 21040.592
LAW 14115 5.3% 29394.0 11.1% �15279.0 233447841.0 7942.024
HEA 14758 5.6% 29394.0 11.1% �14636.0 214212496.0 7287.627
EDU 33011 12.5% 29394.0 11.1% 3617.0 13082689.0 445.080
MED 35682 13.5% 29394.0 11.1% 6288.0 39538944.0 1345.137
Total 264546 100.0% 264546 100% 71791.021

All-Google n % n exp % exp Difference Difference x 2 Chi2

POL 48161 18.2% 54385.4 20.6% �6224.4 38742740.6 712.374
ECO 48361 18.3% 27327.6 10.3% 21033.4 442403839.8 16188.901
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Table 7 (Continued)

All-Google n % n exp % exp Difference Difference x 2 Chi2
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